SOUL COLOUR ENERGY SPRAYS are a new and innovative vibrational therapy, based on
the science of colour to support, transform and balance your energy field through subtle waves
of light.
HOW DOES COLOUR WORK? Science tells us everything in the universe is energy. Energy
is light, and light is made of vibrations called colour. We receive all information in life through
light, without light there would be no life. An electromagnetic field of light surrounds every living
thing, even you; this electromagnetic field of energy is called an Aura - Aura meaning light.
The energetic system of your Aura is receiving energy, and giving off energy constantly,
influencing every aspect of your life. The energy of light is disrupted through the intelligent
system of the Pituitary Gland, the master gland in the body, which receives light then
distributes the correct colour vibrations of the spectrum through the body, to the organs and
cells as needed to nourish, heal, energize and balance the physical and subtle energies within
the body.
ENERGY SPRAYS HOW DO THEY WORK? Energy Sprays work through the science of light
and energy waves of colour. The vibration of colour is taken into a person’s Aura when sprayed
over the crown chakra, as the droplets from the spray fall they are taken in through the senses.
The sense of sight, touch and smell will allow the vibrations of the colour to go straight to the
original blue print held in the DNA, any stored or blocked energy can then be released, and
once again becomes available for use, to restore harmony and balance in the body.
WHAT CAN SOUL COLOUR ENERGY SPRAYS DO FOR YOU? To attract into your life that
which you desire, the colours of your Aura must match the vibrations of that which you desire.
Your Aura is the Law of attraction in action. Soul Colour Energy sprays direct your energy more
efficiently, they will assist to strengthen, purify and balance the Aura so your energy is working
for you and not against you. The energy of colour is powerful though non-intrusive, when used
consciously will assist your energy to come into balance with ease in its own natural way.
HOW TO USE YOUR ENERGY SPRAY? Hold your spray over the crown and spray two or
three times. Breathe in the spray; take a moment to be present and aware of your energy. Use
your spray to uplift, balance or clear energy at anytime. You may use your spray as often as
you like, especially in the morning to start the day, and at night before going to bed, to finish
the day. Make a ritual of using your spray, ritual and practice are important components to
focus the mind, and consciously direct your energy, set your intention using your precious life
force more effectively. You are more powerful then you realise.
NOTE SUBTLE CHANGES! Moods and emotions may change while using your spray, feelings
of resistance; sadness, heaviness, anger or irrational fears may arise. This is just old energy
being released and normally passes in a few days. The spray may smell different during use;
you may dislike the smell, you may feel resistance to using them, or you may fall in love with
them. This is all part of their subtle transformational qualities, whichever way, use the whole
bottle and then see what colour you need next to support your energy.
Change your energy – Change your experience

